Biology 112
Unit Two
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Chapter Three
Organic Compounds
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Organic Compounds
• Are synthesized by the cell and contain
carbon
– Four outer shell electrons
– Form four covalent bonds
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Carbon Skeletons
•
•
•
•

Length
Branching
Double Bonds
Rings (abbreviated structures)
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Ethane
Length.

Propane
Carbon skeletons vary in length.
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Butane
Branching.

Isobutane

Skeletons may be unbranched or branched.
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Butane
Branching.

Isobutane

Skeletons may be unbranched or branched.
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1‐Butene
Double bonds.

2‐Butene
Skeletons may have double bonds,
which can vary in locaGon.
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Cyclohexane
Rings.

Benzene

Skeletons may be arranged in rings.
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Hydrocarbons
• Organic molecules of only H and C
• Major component of fossil fuels
• Store huge quantities of energy
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Isomers
• When you have all the same atoms but
they are arranged differently
• Different structure → Different Function
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Functional Groups
• Behave consistently from one organism to
the next
• Five groups in the chemistry of life
– Hydroxyl
– Carbonyl
– Carboxyl
– Amino
– phosphate

• All groups are polar
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Hydroxyl Group
• (-OH) bonded to C
• Are called alcohols
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Carbonyl Group
• C double bonded to O
• At the end of the C skeleton it is an
aldehyde
• Anywhere else and it is a ketone
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Carboxyl Group
• Combination of carbonyl and hydroxyl
groups
• C double bonded to O but also single
bonded to –OH
• Called carboxylic acids
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Amino Group
• (-NH2)
• Amine group
• Often have carboxyl groups called amino
acids
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Phosphate Group
• (-P)
• Found in ATP and nucleic acids
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End Unit 2
part 1
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Macromolecules
• Life’s molecules are huge
• Monomers are the smaller organic
molecules that are linked into chains to
make polymers
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Dehydration Synthesis
• When monomers are linked together a H+
and a OH- are removed from the polymer
• Anabolism
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Short polymer

Unlinked
monomer

DehydraGon
reacGon

Longer polymer
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Hydrolysis
• Occurs when you break a polymer and the
monomers must have the H+ and OHreplaced
• Catabolism
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Hydrolysis
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The Macromolecules
•
•
•
•

Carbohydrates
Lipids
Proteins
Nucleic Acids
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Carbohydrates
• Structure
– Can be small single sugars (monosaccharides) to
large polymers (disaccharides and polysaccharides)

• Monosaccharides, especially glucose, are the
main fuel for cellular work
– Monosaccharides have CHO in a 1:2:1 ratio

• Dissacharides are when two monosaccharides
join up (dehydration synthesis)
– Glucose + glucose = maltose
– Glucose + fructose = sucrose
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Glucose
(an aldose)

Fructose
(a ketose)
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Structural
formula

Abbreviated
structure

Simpliﬁed
structure
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Carbohydrates
• Polysaccharides are a few hundred to a
few thousand
• Linked monosaccharides
– Starch is a storage polysaccharide and the
energy molecule of plants
– Glycogen is how animals store excess sugars
– Cellulose is the most abundant organic
compound on the planet
• Forms cell walls and cannot be hydrolyzed by
many animals
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Lipids
• Consist of mainly of C and H linked by a
nonpolar covalent bond
• Hydrophobic
• Monomers = glycerol + fatty acids (dehydration
synthesis)
• Polymers = triglycerides
• Saturated versus Unsaturated Fats
– Saturated have single bonds (solid at room temp)
– Unsaturated have double bonds (liquid at room temp)
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Trans Fats – What’s the
problem?
• Hydrogenation creates Cis and Trans fat
molecules
• Our bodies can breakdown the cis
molecules but not the trans molecules
• 0 grams trans fat means what?
– Partially hydrogenated oils contain trans fat
– Up to ½ gram of trans fat per serving is
considered “0” grams
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Glycerol

FaVy acid
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Types of Lipids
• Fats
– Glyceride and fatty acid

• Phospholipids
– Cell membranes
– Contain phosphorous
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Hydrophilic
heads

Water

Hydrophobic
tails

Water
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Types of Lipids
• Waxes
– Fatty acid and an alcohol
– Protection and water proofing

• Steroids
– Carbons are ring shaped
– 3 six sided and 1 five sided
– Cholesterol is a precursor to many hormones
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Proteins
• Monomers = amino acids (peptides)
– Just 20 different kinds
– Have an amino groups on one side and a
carboxyl group on the other
– Some are hydrophobic and some are
hydrophilic
• Affects shape for folding
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Amino
group

Carboxyl
group
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Proteins
• Polymers = polypeptides
– On average 100 to 1000 long
– H from amino groups and OH from carboxyl
(H2O) when joined
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Carboxyl
group

Amino acid

Amino
group

Amino acid

DehydraGon
reacGon

PepGde
bond

DipepGde
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Types of Proteins
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural – silk, tendon & hair
Contractile – muscle
Storage – egg white
Signal – hormones
Defensive – antibodies
Transport – hemoglobin & cell walls
Enzymes – regulate most cellular chemical
reactions
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Structure of Proteins
• Primary
– Polypeptide chain

• Secondary
– Alpha helix coiling
– Beta pleated sheet
– Both types rely on hydrogen bonding
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Amino acids
Primary structure
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Amino acids
Hydrogen
bond

Alpha helix

Pleated sheet

Secondary structure
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Structure of Proteins
• Tertiary
– Globular – combinations of alpha helix and
beta pleated sheets
– Fibrous – mostly alpha helix (hair)
• Bad hair days?

• Quaternary
– Combinations of polypeptides in their tertiary
shapes
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PolypepGde
(single subunit
of transthyreGn)

TerGary structure
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TransthyreGn, with
four idenGcal
polypepGde subunits

Quaternary structure
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Protein Shape
• Most proteins are globular but structural
tend to be fibrous
• Shape of a proteins determines function
– Specificity (keys)

• Denaturing
– Temperature, [salt], pH
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Nucleic Acids
• Are the polymers that make up our DNA
and RNA
• The monomers are the nucleotides
• The series of nucleotides that contain the
entire directions for one proteins are called
genes
• Nucleotides are made up of a sugar,
phosphate group and a nitrogenous base
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Nitrogenous
base
(adenine)
Phosphate
group
Sugar
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Differences between
DNA and RNA
• DNA
– Has deoxyribose sugar
– Contains the bases guanine (G), cytosine (C),
thymine (T) and adenine (A)
– These bases pair together = A & T, C & G
– Held together by hydrogen bonds
– Shape is a double helix of two polynucleotides
– Remains inside the nucleus and is only used
for information transfer
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• DNA (continued)
– Can be made of millions of base pairs
– Which includes thousands of genes
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Differences between
DNA and RNA
• RNA
– Has ribose sugar
– Has no thymine (T) but has uracil (U)
– Base pairing = A & U, C & G
– Shape is a single stranded polynucleotide
– Brings information out of the nucleus and is
involved in protein production
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